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Executive Summary

Two types of self-similarity exhibited in 1st degree L-functions on the line S=1+i*T are examined in the
range (105 < T < 1030). Firstly, it is observed that there is extended mesoscale structure surrounding the
large peaks of the L-function on the line S=1+i*T reflecting closely the product function of (i) a truncated
Riemann Zeta function near the real axis with (ii) simple Euler factor type terms arising from the absent
lower modulo primes of the L-function. A second self-similarity pattern mimicking a version of the L-function
near the real axis (S=1) occurs around points known to correspond to large Riemann Zeta function peaks.
Following previous work, simple expressions are provided to approximate the known lower bound height and
local structure of the self-similarity features about large 1st degree L-function peaks for σ ≥ 1.

Introduction

The growth of the Riemann Zeta function along the line ζ(1 + iT ) [1-5] has a current lower bound assuming
the Riemann Zeta hypothesis [2] of

|ζ(1 + I ∗ T )| ≥ eγ · [log2(T ) + log3(T )− log4(T ) +O(1)] (1)

and the lower bound conjecture

|ζ(1 + I ∗ T )| ≥ eγ · [log2(T ) + log3(T ) +O(1)] (2)

In this paper, following Martin [6] mesoscale self-similarity structure for 1st degree L-functions is investigated
using partial Euler products on the line S=1+I*T near large peaks and at points known to correspond to
large Riemann Zeta function peaks. Several 1st degree L-functions of dirichlet character χ3(2, .), χ4(3, .),
χ15(14, .) and χ5(4, .)

L (χq(n, .), s) =
∞∏
p

1
(1− χ(p)

ps )
for <(s) ≥ 1 (3)

are examined where the large peak positions were identified via pari/gp software [7] employing the Lenstra-
Lenstra-Lovász (LLL) basis reduction algorithm [8], to solve the diophantine problem
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T ≈ ni ·
log(p1)

2π (4)

T ≈ nj ·
(χ(p1)log(p1) + χ(p2)log(p2))

2π (5)

where ni, nj are integers for as many (i) primes and (ii) pairs of primes {p1, p2} which arise from the product
of two euler factors (1 − χ(p1)

ps1
) · (1 − χ(p2)

ps2
) present in the expanded version of L-function Euler Product

equation (3).

As illustrated in the paper, (i) useful truncation bounds related to equation (2) adjusted for the modulo
primes not present in the L-function and/or the L-function analogue of the Riemann Siegel Theta function
results in sensible bounds with respect to observed L-function Euler Product behaviour at large peaks along
S = σ + i ∗ T , for σ ≥ 1, (105 < T < 1030) and (ii) a second mesoscale self-similarity pattern is also observed
about points known to correspond to large Riemann Zeta function peaks.

Approximations for Riemann Zeta function peak heights and mesoscale structure
near large diophantine peaks along line S = 1 + I(T + t) for t < T

As described in Martin (6), the magnitude of the mesoscale structure in the Riemann Zeta function along the
line S=1+I*T near the known large diophantine peaks (280 < T < 1030) can be reasonably approximated by

(i) Granville and Soundararajan’s [8] conjectured lower bound equation under the Riemann Hypothesis,

|ζ(1 + I ∗ (T + t))|LB ∼ eγ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (6)

(ii) a truncated Riemann Zeta function (about the pole) adapting the above result

ζ(1 + I(T + t)) ∼ ζ(1 + I ∗ t) where |t| > γ

(log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (7)

(iii) a truncated Euler Product (about the pole) approximated using the Riemann Siegel Theta function

|ζEP (1 + I ∗ (T + t), b2πlog(θ(T + t))e| ∼

∣∣∣∣∣∣
b2πlog(θ(T+t))e∏

ρ=2

{
1/(1− 1/p(1+i∗t))

}∣∣∣∣∣∣ (8)

and an rough lower estimate of the expected Euler Product height using the average number of Riemann
Zeta zeroes (to height T + t) is given by

|ζEP (1 + I(T + t))| ∼ eγ (log(log(θ(T + t)))) ≈ eγ (log(log(π · (N(T + t)− 1)))) (9)

where θ(T + t) is the Riemann Siegel Theta function and/or the extended Riemann Siegel Theta function.

Approximations for L-function large peak heights and mesoscale structure near
diophantine peaks in upper complex plane S = σ + I(T = t) for σ ≥ 1, t < T .

Type I - large L-function diophantine peaks

As shown in figures 1-10, examining and fitting the observed behaviour near large diophantine peaks along
the line S = σ + I ∗ T when (105 < T < 1030) for 1st degree functions of dirichlet character χ3(2, .), χ4(3, .),
χ15(14, .) and χ5(4, .) the above approximations can be extended to the form
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(i) a truncated Riemann Zeta function (about the pole) adjusted for the absent modulo primes in the
L-function

|L (χ3(2, .), σ + I(T + t)) | ∼ |(1− 1
3(σ+It) )ζ(σ + It)| (10)

|L (χ4(3, .), σ + I(T + t)) | ∼ |(1− 1
2(σ+It) )ζ(σ + It)| (11)

|L (χ5(4, .), σ + I(T + t)) | ∼ |(1− 1
5(σ+It) )ζ(σ + It)| (12)

|L (χ15(14, .), σ + I(T + t)) | ∼ |(1− 1
3(σ+It) )(1− 1

5(σ+It) )ζ(σ + It)| (13)

where |t| > γ

(log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) and σ ≥ 1

(ii) a truncated Euler Product (about the pole) adjusted for the absent modulo primes in the L-function
and accounting for the difference in the extended Theta functions (and hence the density of the function
zeroes)

|EPL(χ3(2,.),σ+I∗(T+t),N→∞)| ∼

∣∣∣∣∣∣(1− 1
3(σ+It) )

b2πlog(θχ3(2,.)(σ+I(T+t))e∏
p=2

1
(1− 1/p(σ+It))

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (14)

|EPL(χ4(3,.),σ+I∗(T+t),N→∞)| ∼

∣∣∣∣∣∣(1− 1
2(σ+It) )

b2πlog(θχ4(3,.)(σ+I(T+t))e∏
p=2

1
(1− 1/p(σ+It))

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (15)

|EPL(χ5(4,.),σ+I∗(T+t),N→∞)| ∼

∣∣∣∣∣∣(1− 1
5(σ+It) )

b2πlog(θχ5(4,.)(σ+I(T+t))e∏
p=2

1
(1− 1/p(σ+It))

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (16)

|EPL(χ15(14,.),σ+I∗(T+t),N→∞)| ∼

∣∣∣∣∣∣(1− 1
3(σ+It) )(1− 1

5(σ+It) )

b2πlog(θχ15(14,.)(σ+I(T+t))e∏
p=2

1
(1− 1/p(σ+It))

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(17)

for σ ≥ 0

where the extended θ functions are obtained from the functional equation of the L-function (and extended
Riemann Siegel Theta and Z function formalism [9])

θχ3(2,.)(s) = −1
2 · =(log{3( 1

2−s) · 2s · π−(1−s) · sin(π(s+ 1)/2) · Γ(1− s)}) (18)

θχ4(3,.)(s) = −1
2 · =(log{21−s · π−(1−s) · sin(π(s+ 1)/2) · Γ(1− s)}) (19)

θχ5(4,.)(s) = −1
2 · =(log{5( 1

2−s) · 2s · π−(1−s) · sin(πs/2) · Γ(1− s)}) (20)

θχ15(14,.)(s) = −1
2 · =(log{15( 1

2−s) · 2s · π−(1−s) · sin(π(s+ 1)/2) · Γ(1− s)}) (21)

where at high T the log(Γ(1 − s)) term dominates (as for the θ(T ) function of ζ(s)) but the other terms
contribute at lower values.

Given the good performance of the above truncated Riemann Zeta and Euler product approximations at fitting
the mesoscale structure for the considered L-functions, an adaptation of the Granville and Soundararajan’s
[8] conjectured lower bound to these L-functions is to scale the conjectured bound for the Riemann Zeta
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function downwards according to the modulo primes absent in the L-function. In particular, the adjustment
factor is (the number of non-zero elements in χ(p))/(number of elements in χ(p))

|L (χ3(2, .), σ + I(T + t)) |LB ∼
2
3e

γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (22)

|L (χ4(3, .), σ + I(T + t)) |LB ∼
2
4e

γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (23)

|L (χ5(4, .), σ + I(T + t)) |LB ∼
4
5e

γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (24)

|L (χ15(14, .), σ + I(T + t)) |LB ∼
8
15e

γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (25)

(26)

and an nominal lower estimate of the expected Euler Product height using the average number of Riemann
Zeta zeroes (to height T + t) is given by

|EPL(χ3(2,.),σ+I∗(T+t),N)| &
2
3e

γ
(
log(log(θχ3(2,.)(s)))

)
(27)

|EPL(χ4(3,.),σ+I∗(T+t),N)| &
2
4e

γ
(
log(log(θχ4(3,.)(s)))

)
(28)

|EPL(χ5(4,.),σ+I∗(T+t),N)| &
4
5e

γ
(
log(log(θχ5(4,.)(s)))

)
(29)

|EPL(χ15(14,.),σ+I∗(T+t),N)| &
8
15e

γ
(
log(log(θχ15(14,.)(s)))

)
(30)

where the average number of L-function zeroes contained in the critical strip up to height T is

N̄zeroes(T ) ∼
θχN (q,.)(σ + IT )

π
+ 1 (31)

(in χN (q, .) notation, N is the conductor parameter describing that the Dirichlet character χ of the L function
is mod N in periodicity).

Type II - points which correspond to diophantine peaks from Riemann Zeta
function

As exploited by [10-14,6] and others, there are large peaks in the Riemann Zeta function on the critical line.

ζEP (s) =
P∏
ρ=2

1
(1− 1/ρs) for P <<∞ (32)

when many ρs ≈ 1 at the same value of T. This constraint being a diophantine problem

T ≈ nj ·
log(pj)

2π (33)

where nj are integers, for as many primes pj as possible based on the leading expansion of the Euler Product
(32) (as compared to the other L-functions in this paper where their large peak diophantine problem involves
the second leading term of the expansion of the L-function Euler product see equation (3) and the paragraph
afterward). These peaks are directly correspond to smaller but dominant peaks on the line S = 1 + iT [12-15].
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It is observed for 1st degree functions of dirichlet character χ3(2, .), χ4(3, .), χ15(14, .) and χ5(4, .) that
at points corresponding to such large Riemann Zeta function diophantine peaks there is a second type of
mesoscale self-similarity

(i) a (truncated) L-function (about the real axis at S=1)

|L (χ3(2, .), σ + I(T + t)) | ∼ |L (χ3(2, .), σ + It) | (34)
|L (χ4(3, .), σ + I(T + t)) | ∼ |L (χ4(3, .), σ + It) | (35)
|L (χ5(4, .), σ + I(T + t)) | ∼ |L (χ5(4, .), σ + It) | (36)
|L (χ15(14, .), σ + I(T + t)) | ∼ |L (χ15(14, .), σ + It) | (37)

where σ ≥ 1

(ii) a (truncated) Euler Product (about the real axis at S=1)

|EPL(χ3(2,.),σ+I∗(T+t),N→∞)| ∼

∣∣∣∣∣∣
b2πlog(θχ3(2,.)(σ+I(T+t)))e∏

p=2

1
(1− χ(p)/p(σ+It))

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (38)

|EPL(χ4(3,.),σ+I∗(T+t),N→∞)| ∼

∣∣∣∣∣∣(1− 1
2(σ+It) )

b2πlog(θχ4(3,.)(σ+I(T+t)))e∏
p=2

1
(1− 1/p(σ+It))

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (39)

|EPL(χ5(4,.),σ+I∗(T+t),N→∞)| ∼

∣∣∣∣∣∣(1− 1
5(σ+It) )

b2πlog(θχ5(4,.)(σ+I(T+t)))e∏
p=2

1
(1− 1/p(σ+It))

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (40)

|EPL(χ15(14,.),σ+I∗(T+t),N→∞)| ∼

∣∣∣∣∣∣(1− 1
3(σ+It) )(1− 1

5(σ+It) )

b2πlog(θχ15(14,.)(σ+I(T+t)))e∏
p=2

1
(1− 1/p(σ+It))

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(41)

for σ ≥ 1

It is also observed that these type II self-similarity structures in the L-function Euler Product on S = 1 + IT
have satellite peaks at T + T2 + t where t < T2 < T and T2 corresponds to known type I or type II peaks.

Behaviour of L-function Type I peak mesoscale structure

For figures 1, 5, 9 and 13, the absolute values of the exact

(i) |L (χ3(2, .), σ + I(T + t)) |,
(ii) |L (χ4(3, .), σ + I(T + t)) |,
(iii) |L (χ5(4, .), σ + I(T + t)) |, and
(iv) |L (χ15(14, .), σ + I(T + t)) |

functions (gray) and overlapping partial Euler product (blue) for spans of t=(-2,2) and t=(-45,45) about low
T large diophantine peaks on S=1+I*(T+t) is compared to partial Euler Product, on the line 1+I*(T+t)
compared to truncated (and translated) L-function and Euler Product 1+I*t functions adjusted for absent
modulo primes in the L-functions

1. (horizontal red) Granville and Soundararajan’s [2] conjectured lower bound equation under the Riemann
Hypothesis adjusted for absent modulo primes in the L-function,
αeγ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) where α = { 2

3 ,
2
4 ,

4
5 ,

8
15},

2. (red) truncated Riemann Zeta function (about the pole) adjusted for absent modulo primes in the
L-function using equations (10) to (13)
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3. (green) truncated Riemann Zeta Euler Product (about the pole) adjusted for absent modulo primes in
the L-function using equations (14) to (17)

4. (horizontal blue) approximate Euler Product height using the average number of L-function zeroes in
the critical strip (to height T + t) via equations (27) to (30)

These first graphs in a series of 4 for each L-function are intended to confirm the agreement between the
partial Euler product and exact L-function away from the real axis. For large peaks (in the other graphs)
higher along the imaginary axis the computation time for the exact L-function is very long and so was not
conducted.

The weak oscillatory divergence in the partial Euler product can be seen in the right panel of each graph
with the minor oscillations of the truncated (and translated from the real axis) partial Euler product (green
line) near the main peak.
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L-function L(χ3(2), .), s)

4.8987

0
-2 2

4.8604

0
-45 45

Figure 1: Line 1 L(χ3(2), .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about the large peak at location S=1+I*1672.71. Left panel t=(-2,2),
Right panel t=(-45,45) about the peak with partial Euler Product |P (S,N)| (blue), truncated real axis |(1 − 1/3(1+It))ζ(1 + It)|
(red) |t| > γ

(log(log(T+t))+log(log(log(T+t)))) , truncated real axis |(1− 1/3(1+It))P (1 + I ∗ t, 2π
(
log(θχ3(2),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
)| (green)

versions, 2
3 e
γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (horizontal magenta) modulo absent primes based growth lower bound, the exact

|L(χ3(2), .), s)| (gray) function and 2
3 e
γ
(
log(log(θχ3(2),.)(σ + I(T + t)))))

)
(horizontal blue) modulo absent primes based growth.

peak=1+I*1672.71

5.9862

0
-2 2

5.9149

0
-45 45

Figure 2: Line 1 L(χ3(2), .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about the large peak at location S=1+I*6.571e8 Left panel t=(-2,2), Right
panel t=(-45,45) about the peak with partial Euler Product P(S,N) (blue), truncated real axis |(1 − 1/3(1+It))ζ(1 + It)| (red) |t| >

γ
(log(log(T+t))+log(log(log(T+t)))) , truncated real axis |(1 − 1/3(1+It))P (1 + I ∗ t, 2π

(
log(θχ3(2),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
|) (green) versions,

2
3 e
γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (horizontal magenta) based growth lower bound and 2

3 e
γ
(
log(log(θχ3(2),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
(horizontal gray) based growth. peak=1+I*657156618.892
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6.817

0
-2 2

6.7107

0
-45 45

Figure 3: Line 1 L(χ3(2), .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about the large peak at location S=1+I*3.973e18 Left panel t=(-2,2),
Right panel t=(-45,45) about the peak with partial Euler Product P(S,N) (blue), truncated real axis |(1 − 1/3(1+It))ζ(1 + It)| (red)
|t| > γ

(log(log(T+t))+log(log(log(T+t)))) , truncated real axis |(1−1/3(1+It))P (1+I∗t, 2π
(
log(θχ3(2),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
|) (green) versions,

2
3 e
γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (horizontal magenta) based growth lower bound and 2

3 e
γ
(
log(log(θχ3(2),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
(horizontal gray) based growth. peak=1+I*3973315370959848367.985

7.315

0
-2 2

7.1831

0
-45 45

Figure 4: Line 1 L(χ3(2), .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about the large peak at location S=1+I*4.683e29 Left panel t=(-2,2),
Right panel t=(-45,45) about the peak with partial Euler Product P(S,N) (blue), truncated real axis |(1 − 1/3(1+It))ζ(1 + It)| (red)
|t| > γ

(log(log(T+t))+log(log(log(T+t)))) , truncated real axis |(1−1/3(1+It))P (1+I∗t, 2π
(
log(θχ3(2),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
|) (green) versions,

2
3 e
γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (horizontal magenta) based growth lower bound and 2

3 e
γ
(
log(log(θχ3(2),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
(horizontal gray) based growth. peak=1+I*468312022371603367463730138409.657
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L-function L(χ4(3), .), s)

3.6047

0
-2 2

3.5778

0
-45 45

Figure 5: Line 1 L(χ4(3, .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about the large peak at location S=1+I*1335.17. Left panel t=(-2,2),
Right panel t=(-45,45) about the peak with partial Euler Product |P (S,N)| (blue), truncated real axis |(1 − 1/2(1+It))ζ(1 + It)|
(red) |t| > γ

(log(log(T+t))+log(log(log(T+t)))) , truncated real axis |(1 − 1/2(1+It))P (1 + I ∗ t, 2π
(
log(θχ4(3,.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
)| (green)

versions, 2
4 e
γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (horizontal magenta) modulo absent primes based growth lower bound, the ex-

act |L(χ4(3, .), s)| (gray) function and 2
4 e
γ
(
log(log(θχ4(3,.)(σ + I(T + t)))))

)
(horizontal blue) modulo absent primes based growth.

peak=1+I*1335.17

4.4896

0
-2 2

4.4364

0
-45 45

Figure 6: Line 1 L(χ4(3), .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about the large peak at location S=1+I*1.967e9 Left panel t=(-2,2), Right
panel t=(-45,45) about the peak with partial Euler Product P(S,N) (blue), truncated real axis |(1 − 1/2(1+It))ζ(1 + It)| (red) |t| >

γ
(log(log(T+t))+log(log(log(T+t)))) , truncated real axis |(1 − 1/2(1+It))P (1 + I ∗ t, 2π

(
log(θχ4(3),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
|) (green) versions,

2
4 e
γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (horizontal magenta) based growth lower bound and 2

4 e
γ
(
log(log(θχ4(3),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
(horizontal gray) based growth. peak=1+I*1967347972.95
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5.1302

0
-2 2

5.05

0
-45 45

Figure 7: Line 1 L(χ4(3), .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about the large peak at location S=1+I*2.626e19 Left panel t=(-2,2),
Right panel t=(-45,45) about the peak with partial Euler Product P(S,N) (blue), truncated real axis |(1 − 1/2(1+It))ζ(1 + It)| (red)
|t| > γ

(log(log(T+t))+log(log(log(T+t)))) , truncated real axis |(1−1/2(1+It))P (1+I∗t, 2π
(
log(θχ4(3),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
|) (green) versions,

2
4 e
γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (horizontal magenta) based growth lower bound and 2

4 e
γ
(
log(log(θχ4(3),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
(horizontal gray) based growth. peak=1+I*26261631451360148061.801

5.4863

0
-2 2

5.3876

0
-45 45

Figure 8: Line 1 L(χ4(3), .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about the large peak at location S=1+I*3.951e29 Left panel t=(-2,2),
Right panel t=(-45,45) about the peak with partial Euler Product P(S,N) (blue), truncated real axis |(1 − 1/2(1+It))ζ(1 + It)| (red)
|t| > γ

(log(log(T+t))+log(log(log(T+t)))) , truncated real axis |(1−1/2(1+It))P (1+I∗t, 2π
(
log(θχ4(3),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
|) (green) versions,

2
4 e
γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (horizontal magenta) based growth lower bound and 2

4 e
γ
(
log(log(θχ4(3),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
(horizontal gray) based growth. peak=1+I*395078130560341382407794225306.758
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L-function L(χ5(4), .), s)

5.8785

0
-2 2

5.8319

0
-45 45

Figure 9: Line 1 L(χ5(4), .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about the large peak at location S=1+I*1564.128. Left panel t=(-2,2),
Right panel t=(-45,45) about the peak with partial Euler Product |P (S,N)| (blue), truncated real axis |(1 − 1/5(1+It))ζ(1 + It)|
(red) |t| > γ

(log(log(T+t))+log(log(log(T+t)))) , truncated real axis |(1− 1/5(1+It))P (1 + I ∗ t, 2π
(
log(θχ5(4),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
)| (green)

versions, 4
5 e
γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (horizontal magenta) modulo absent primes based growth lower bound, the exact

|L(χ5(4), .), s)| (gray) function and 4
5 e
γ
(
log(log(θχ5(4),.)(σ + I(T + t)))))

)
(horizontal blue) modulo absent primes based growth.

peak=1+I*1564.128

7.1834

0
-2 2

7.0972

0
-45 45

Figure 10: Line 1 L(χ5(4), .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about the large peak at location S=1+I*1.500e9. Left panel t=(-2,2),
Right panel t=(-45,45) about the peak with partial Euler Product |P (S,N)| (blue), truncated real axis |(1 − 1/5(1+It))ζ(1 + It)|
(red) |t| > γ

(log(log(T+t))+log(log(log(T+t)))) , truncated real axis |(1− 1/5(1+It))P (1 + I ∗ t, 2π
(
log(θχ5(4),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
)| (green)

versions, 4
5 e
γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (horizontal magenta) modulo absent primes based growth lower bound, and

4
5 e
γ
(
log(log(θχ5(4),.)(σ + I(T + t)))))

)
(horizontal gray) modulo absent primes based growth. peak=1+I*1500111010.075
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8.1224

0
-2 2

7.9968

0
-45 45

Figure 11: Line 1 L(χ5(4), .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about the large peak at location S=1+I*7.1788e17. Left panel t=(-
2,2), Right panel t=(-45,45) about the peak with partial Euler Product |P (S,N)| (blue), truncated real axis |(1 − 1/5(1+It))ζ(1 +
It)| (red) |t| > γ

(log(log(T+t))+log(log(log(T+t)))) , truncated real axis |(1 − 1/5(1+It))P (1 + I ∗ t, 2π
(
log(θχ5(4),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
)|

(green) versions, 4
5 e
γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (horizontal magenta) modulo absent primes based growth lower bound,

and 4
5 e
γ
(
log(log(θχ5(4),.)(σ + I(T + t)))))

)
(horizontal gray) modulo absent primes based growth. peak=1+I*717888270180760261.315

8.573

0
-2 2

8.4249

0
-45 45

Figure 12: Line 1 L(χ5(4), .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about the large peak at location S=1+I*3.345e25 Left panel t=(-2,2),
Right panel t=(-45,45) about the peak with partial Euler Product |P (S,N)| (blue), truncated real axis |(1 − 1/5(1+It))ζ(1 + It)|
(red) |t| > γ

(log(log(T+t))+log(log(log(T+t)))) , truncated real axis |(1− 1/5(1+It))P (1 + I ∗ t, 2π
(
log(θχ5(4),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
)| (green)

versions, 4
5 e
γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (horizontal magenta) modulo absent primes based growth lower bound, and

4
5 e
γ
(
log(log(θχ5(4),.)(σ + I(T + t)))))

)
(horizontal gray) modulo absent primes based growth. peak=1+I*33451771105515631014874992.982
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L-function L(χ15(14), .), s)

3.919

0
-2 2

3.8915

0
-45 45

Figure 13: Line 1 L(χ15(14), .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about the large peak at location S=1+I*1767.45. Left panel t=(-
2,2), Right panel t=(-45,45) about the peak with partial Euler Product |P (S,N)| (blue), truncated real axis |(1 − 1/3(1+It))(1 −
1/5(1+It))ζ(1 + It)| (red) |t| > γ

(log(log(T+t))+log(log(log(T+t)))) , truncated real axis |(1 − 1/3(1+It))(1 − 1/5(1+It))P (1 + I ∗

t, 2π
(
log(θχ15(14),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
)| (green) versions, 8

15 e
γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (horizontal magenta) modulo ab-

sent primes based growth lower bound, the exact |L(χ15(14), .), s)| (gray) function and 8
15 e

γ
(
log(log(θχ15(14),.)(σ + I(T + t)))))

)
(horizontal blue) modulo absent primes based growth. peak=1+I*1767.45

4.7889

0
-2 2

4.7358

0
-45 45

Figure 14: Line 1 L(χ15(14), .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about the large peak at location S=1+I*471664690.2 Left panel t=(-
2,2), Right panel t=(-45,45) about the peak with partial Euler Product P(S,N) (blue), truncated real axis |(1 − 1/3(1+It))(1 −
1/5(1+It))ζ(1 + It)| (red) |t| > γ

(log(log(T+t))+log(log(log(T+t)))) , truncated real axis |(1 − 1/3(1+It))(1 − 1/5(1+It))P (1 + I ∗

t, 2π
(
log(θχ15(14),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
|) (green) versions, 8

15 e
γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (horizontal magenta) based

growth lower bound and 8
15 e

γ
(
log(log(θχ15(14),.)(σ + I(T + t)))))

)
(horizontal gray) based growth. peak=1+I*471664690.2
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5.415

0
-2 2

5.3361

0
-45 45

Figure 15: Line 1 L(χ15(14), .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about the large peak at location S=1+I*1.0838e18 Left panel
t=(-2,2), Right panel t=(-45,45) about the peak with partial Euler Product P(S,N) (blue), truncated real axis |(1 −
1/3(1+It))(1 − 1/5(1+It))ζ(1 + It)| (red) |t| > γ

(log(log(T+t))+log(log(log(T+t)))) , truncated real axis |(1 − 1/3(1+It))(1 −

1/5(1+It))P (1 + I ∗ t, 2π
(
log(θχ15(14),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
|) (green) versions, 8

15 e
γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (hori-

zontal magenta) based growth lower bound and 8
15 e

γ
(
log(log(θχ15(14),.)(σ + I(T + t)))))

)
(horizontal gray) based growth.

peak=1+I*1083800184869346410.306

5.7857

0
-2 2

5.6884

0
-45 45

Figure 16: Line 1 L(χ15(14), .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about the large peak at location S=1+I*4.268e27 Left panel
t=(-2,2), Right panel t=(-45,45) about the peak with partial Euler Product P(S,N) (blue), truncated real axis |(1 −
1/3(1+It))(1 − 1/5(1+It))ζ(1 + It)| (red) |t| > γ

(log(log(T+t))+log(log(log(T+t)))) , truncated real axis |(1 − 1/3(1+It))(1 −

1/5(1+It))P (1 + I ∗ t, 2π
(
log(θχ15(14),.)(σ + I(T + t)))

)
|) (green) versions, 8

15 e
γ (log(log(T + t)) + log(log(log(T + t)))) (hori-

zontal magenta) based growth lower bound and 8
15 e

γ
(
log(log(θχ15(14),.)(σ + I(T + t)))))

)
(horizontal gray) based growth.

peak=1+I*4268004789095020497280360004.335
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Firstly, it can be seen in figures 1, 5, 9 and 13, the exact L-function (gray) and partial Euler Product (blue)
on S=1+I*(T+t) overlap closely. The partial Euler Product was calculated using 1000 primes which was
found to give good convergence when T � 1020 and backed up by the agreement with the exact L-function.

Then for all figures 1-16, there is consistent agreement between the approximate bounds calculated by
equations (22) to (25) (horizontal red) and the plateau (red) of the truncated (and translated) Riemann Zeta
function scaled by the lowest modulo absent prime euler factors as in equations (10) to (13).

On the right panel it can also be clearly seen that away from the central diophantine peak there is a strong
self similarity in the envelope of the L-function about T+t (blue) compared to the translated Riemann Zeta
function (red) scaled by euler factors of the lowest absent primes in the L-function.

Next the proposed approximate Euler Product height estimate (horizontal blue for figs 1,5,9,13 and horizontal
gray for the higher T figures) as in equations (27) to (30) for large peaks on S = 1 + I ∗ (T + t) appears below
but nominally of the magnitude of the l-function peak.

Finally, the proposed truncated (and translated) Riemann Zeta Euler Product (green) scaled by the lowest
modulo absent prime euler factors as in equations (14) to (17) is higher than the truncated and scaled
Riemann Zeta function based bound (red). As T grows the distance (for the four series figs 1-4, figs 5-8,
figs 9-12 and figs 13-16) between the truncated, euler factor scaled and translated L-function (near the real
axis, equations (10) to (13)) and the similarly truncated, euler factor scaled and translated Euler product
estimates from equations (14) to (17) grows smaller. This behaviour is similar to that observed [6] for the
Riemann Zeta function at the large diophantine peaks on the line S=1+I*T.

Behaviour of L-function Type II peak mesoscale structure

For figures 17-20, at known points 1 + I(T + t) where the Riemann Zeta function has large diophantine peaks
[16,14], the L-function partial Euler product is compared to the exact L-function about the real axis 1 + It
and as T →∞

|EPL(χ3(2,.),σ+I∗(T+t),N→∞)|about large ζ(s) peaks ∼ |L (χ3(2, .), σ + It) | (42)
|EPL(χ4(3,.),σ+I∗(T+t),N→∞)|about large ζ(s) peaks ∼ |L (χ4(3, .), σ + It) | (43)
|EPL(χ5(4,.),σ+I∗(T+t),N→∞)|about large ζ(s) peaks ∼ |L (χ5(4, .), σ + It) | (44)
|EPL(χ15(14,.),σ+I∗(T+t),N→∞)|about large ζ(s) peaks ∼ |L (χ15(14, .), σ + It) | (45)

where σ ≥ 1 and T →∞

where this behaviour is observed to also be followed for σ ≥ 1.
2.6653

0.42677
-45 45

2.4354

0.42677
-45 45

2.3929

0.42677
-45 45

Figure 17: Line 1 L(χ3(2), .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about points that are known to correspond to three large peaks in the
Riemann Zeta function at locations S=1+I*3.92e31, 1+I*2.302e39, 1+I*6.00e297 On the three panels t=(-45,45) about the location are
the L-function partial Euler Product P(S,N) (blue) and the translated real axis exact L(χ3(2), .), 1 + It) (green)
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2.0426

0.47589
-45 45

1.9799

0.46551
-45 45

1.9451

0.47717
-45 45

Figure 18: Line 1 L(χ4(3), .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about points that are known to correspond to three large peaks in the
Riemann Zeta function at locations S=1+I*3.92e31, 1+I*2.302e39, 1+I*6.00e297 On the three panels t=(-45,45) about the location are
the L-function partial Euler Product P(S,N) (blue) and the translated real axis exact L(χ4(3), .), 1 + It) (green)

2.9926

0.43088
-45 45

2.8582

0.43088
-45 45

2.8881

0.42915
-45 45

Figure 19: Line 1 L(χ5(4), .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about points that are known to correspond to three large peaks in the
Riemann Zeta function at locations S=1+I*3.92e31, 1+I*2.302e39, 1+I*6.00e297 On the three panels t=(-45,45) about the location are
the L-function partial Euler Product P(S,N) (blue) and the translated real axis exact L(χ5(4), .), 1 + It) (green)

2.6736

0.49481
-45 45

2.5406

0.5102
-45 45

2.4343

0.5177
-45 45

Figure 20: Line 1 L(χ15(14), .), s) mesoscale self-similarity about points that are known to correspond to three large peaks in the
Riemann Zeta function at locations S=1+I*3.92e31, 1+I*2.302e39, 1+I*6.00e297 On the three panels t=(-45,45) about the location are
the L-function partial Euler Product P(S,N) (blue) and the translated real axis exact L(χ15(14), .), 1 + It) (green)
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Extensive range of self-similarity for large peaks at high T

As with the Riemann Zeta function [6], for high T, the range of the self-similarity is very extensive.

Figure 21, shows for L(χ5(4, .)) a type I self-similarity satellite peak at (centre location)+33451771105515631014874993
associated with the type II mesoscale centre at 1 + I ∗ 2302202919833091938191454510490853528294. This fig-
ure is a reasonable reflection of the L-function mesoscale behaviour about 1+I ∗33451771105515631014874993
shown in figure 12.

7.2757

0.37447
-45 45

Figure 21: Line 1 L(χ5(4), .), s) type I mesoscale self-similarity satellite about a type II self-similarity
point that are known to correspond to a large diophantine peak in the Riemann Zeta function at locations
S=1+I*(2302202919833091938191454510490853528294+33451771105515631014874993) The graph has span t=(-45,45) about
the location for the L-function partial Euler Product P(1+I(T+t),N) (blue) and the translated real axis L-function partial Euler
product P(1+I(t),N) (green)

Figure 22, shows for L(χ5(4, .)) self-similarity satellite peaks at (centre location)+39246764589894309155251169284104.0506
associated with the type II mesoscale centre at 1+I∗2302202919833091938191454510490853528294. This figure
is a reasonable reflection of the L-function mesoscale behaviour about 1+I∗39246764589894309155251169284104.0506
shown in the first panel of figure 19.

3.0146

0.41995
-45 45

Figure 22: Line 1 L(χ5(4), .), s) type I mesoscale self-similarity satellite about a point that
are known to correspond to a large diophantine peak in the Riemann Zeta function at locations
S=1+I*(2302202919833091938191454510490853528294+39246764589894309155251169284104.0506) The graph has span t=(-45,45)
about the location for the L-function partial Euler Product P(1+I(T+t),N) (blue) and the translated real axis L-function partial Euler
product P(1+I(t),N) (green)
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Conclusions

At least two types of self-similarity are observed to occur in four L-functions (without poles) for the line
S = 1 + I(T + t) (and for σ > 1) of (i) type I about large diophantine peaks of the L-function described by
truncated, scaled and translated Riemann Zeta function (and partial Euler product) and (ii) type II about
known points corresponding to large diophantine peaks of the Riemann Zeta function described by translated
L-function (and partial Euler product).

Useful approximations for the L-function growth along S = 1 + I(T + t) are provided as scaled versions of
the Riemann Zeta function behaviour due to the effect of absent lowest modulo primes for each respective
L-function.
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